Should I Get A Divorce?

Things You Should Know Before Calling the Attorney

Heartache. Pain. Betrayal. A marriage on the rocks can be devastating. But before you bail out on your spouse, consider all the ramifications—for you and your children. Take heart! These resources might give you a new path forward.
Has your “I do” become “I can’t”?  

No couple goes into marriage thinking they’ll be the ones who won’t make it. Certainly, at your wedding, you thought you were promising a love that would last a lifetime. Now, for reasons you may not fully understand, that dream seems shattered. As you try to understand the pain and determine what to do, divorce may look like an appealing way out. “After all,” you might reason, “life is full of second chances. Perhaps I simply married the wrong person, and Mr. or Ms. Right is still out there somewhere.” You may think you were too young when you married, or that you never really loved your spouse. Or maybe you are just tired of the arguing, tired of the lack of communication, tired of the coldness in your relationship. Perhaps you simply want out—period. Or maybe you are hoping against hope that your marriage can be salvaged.

“Most people are not prepared for the challenges of post-divorce life.”

Before you bail out of your marriage, carefully consider what you’ll be diving into. Most people are not prepared for the challenges of post-divorce life. This booklet is designed to help you understand the effects of divorce before you make that choice, to give insight into what you—and your children—will face. By providing solid facts, it will help you make a more informed decision. Be encouraged that no matter how hopeless it seems, there’s a possibility your marriage can be saved. It’s our sincere desire that your marriage will be transformed into the loving relationship you hoped it would be when you first said, “I do.”

Who gets divorced?

Bill was a pillar in his small farming community, Melissa the faithful housewife. They were a good Christian family, and she was looking forward to their upcoming 25th wedding anniversary. Melissa was in shock the night Bill came home and told her he had found “the love of his life” and was moving out. She literally spent the next year crying, unable to care for their 16-year-old daughter.
Unfortunately, Melissa’s story is not uncommon. While the divorce rate in America has leveled off and even decreased slightly in the past few years, the divorce rate is still twice as high as it was in 1960. It’s estimated that for couples marrying today, the lifetime probability of divorce or separation remains between 40 and 50 percent before one partner dies, although this percentage is significantly lower for those who marry after age 21, graduate college and are religiously committed. More than one million children a year experience their parents’ divorce. And a recent survey reported that the divorce rate among Christians is now the same as or higher than in the broader culture. Almost everyone knows someone who is either divorced or is a child of divorced parents. In fact, it seems rare to find young adults whose parents are still married. Divorce has become widely accepted. The growing acceptance of divorce has made it seem easier and all the more tempting.

“The majority of marriages ending in divorce have average levels of happiness and conflict.”

Research shows the majority of marriages ending in divorce have average levels of happiness and conflict. In other words, these are not deeply troubled, physically or emotionally abusive relationships, although even those are not always irreversibly broken. In short, most of the marriages that end in divorce are just plain average, or “good enough.” Instead of throwing in the towel, these average marriages could be improved over time—if the spouses stayed together. Is your relationship one of these normal but—at least at this time—unhappy marriages? Could it be improved and saved from divorce? Before you say, “No way!” please continue reading.

More than one million children a year experience their parents’ divorce.
How would divorce affect me?

Sherry and Rob tried to spare their children the details of their breakup. Their marital problems were further complicated by Rob’s affair with the secretary at the church he was pastoring. Without a college education, Sherry was forced to move back in with her parents, where she continues to live 12 years later. At one point, she attempted to recover the $100,000 in child support Rob hadn’t paid over time but was only able to get $18,500—barely enough to pay a few of the bills that had been piling up.

Sherry’s story points out one all-too-real fact of divorce: Post-divorce families usually suffer financially. Studies show that women experiencing divorce face roughly a 30 percent decline in the standard of living they enjoyed while married, and men show a 10 percent decline. The consistency of this finding caused one researcher to conclude: “However ‘prepared’ for marital disruption women increasingly may be, they are not prepared in ways sufficient to cushion the economic cost.”

And remember—that’s all after the fact. The divorce itself can be a financial hurdle. While some divorce proceedings are relatively inexpensive, the fees can soar. Each case will vary. Attorney John Crouch describes it this way:

You can get [a divorce] for under $10,000 per spouse in lawyer fees if you’re lucky and if both the spouses and their lawyers are reasonable and fair. [This does not include what the divorce] does to the standard of living, [or] having to pay [child] support, [or] the expenses of visitation. But you really can’t predict [even] that. . . . Either side can pull all kinds of stuff in court that just makes both the lawyers waste time until one client runs out of money. I just finished one case where they settled, but then the husband had to spend $70,000 just to enforce the settlement agreement!

Women experiencing divorce face roughly a 30 percent decline in the standard of living they enjoyed while married.
What else would divorce cost me?

But there’s more to life than money. There are many other areas where men and women are affected by divorce. With more than 30 years of research, we now know divorce seldom leads to a better life. Consider that:

• Life expectancies for divorced men and women are significantly lower than for married people (who have the longest life expectancies). 10
• A recent study found that those who were unhappy but stayed married were more likely to be happy five years later than those who divorced. 11
• The health consequences of divorce are so severe that a Yale researcher concluded that “being divorced and a nonsmoker is slightly less dangerous than smoking a pack a day and staying married.” 12
• After a diagnosis of cancer, married people are most likely to recover, 13 while the divorced are least likely to recover, indicating that the emotional trauma of divorce has a long-term impact on the physical health of the body.
• Men and women both suffer a decline in mental health following divorce, but researchers have found that women are more greatly affected. 14 Some of the mental health indicators impacted by divorce include depression, hostility, self-acceptance, personal growth and positive relations with others.

People often view divorce as a way to end the fighting. But the problems usually don’t go away after divorce. Often, anger and animosity only increase when a divorce occurs. And the problems aren’t solved by a second marriage.

As Dr. Mark Hoffman, a counselor in private practice, reported, “I would say 35 to 40 percent of my time is spent with those who are arguing, bickering or in court over issues after their divorce. The problems are still there, but they have to deal with attorneys, judges and psychologists and are trying to solve the same old problems. You will find those problems still prevail in their second marriage—[but] now they have to deal with two spouses.” 15

Second marriages have a much higher rate of divorce than first marriages. As Hoffman said, “What you are arguing over during the divorce or what led you to the divorce and what frustrated you [so much] that you wanted to quit and move out—these factors will go on to haunt you after the divorce. If you get into another relationship, you are going to think about running away from that one [too].”
Divorced parents also suffer in their relationships with their children. In most cases, non-custodial fathers are unable to maintain the level of involvement with their children that they previously had. And the damaged relationship does not always heal when the child becomes an adult. As researchers found, “Nearly two-thirds of young adults from disrupted families had poor relationships with their fathers.” 16 And some of these young adults had poor relationships with both parents.

“Divorced parents also suffer in their relationships with their children.”

These findings led the researchers to conclude that “many of these young people are especially vulnerable to influences outside the family, such as from boyfriends or girlfriends, other peers, adult authority figures and the media. . . . From the viewpoint of an individual parent, the prospect that divorce means one is likely to have a poor relationship with one’s grown offspring should give the parent who is contemplating separation some pause. The knowledge that this is often the case might even lead to some parents trying harder to make their marriages work or at least to maintain reasonable post-divorce relationships with their children and former spouses.” 17

Nearly two-thirds of young adults from disrupted families had poor relationships with their fathers.

How could divorce affect my kids?

Many years ago, the myth began to circulate that if parents are unhappy, the kids are unhappy, too. So divorce could help both parent and child. “What’s good for Mom or Dad is good for the children,” it was assumed. But we now have an enormous amount of research on divorce and children, all pointing to the same stubborn truth: Kids suffer when mothers and fathers split up. (And divorce doesn’t make Mom and Dad happier, either.)
The reasons behind the troubling statistics and the always-present emotional trauma are simple but profound. As licensed counselor and therapist Steven Earll writes:

*Children (and adult children) have the attitude that their parents should be able to work through and solve any issue. Parents, who have given the children life, are perceived by the children as very competent people with supernatural abilities to meet the needs of the children. No problem should be too great for their parents to handle. For a child, divorce shatters this basic safety and belief concerning the parents’ abilities to care for them and to make decisions that truly consider their well-being.*

*Children have the strong belief that there is only one right family relationship, and that is Mom and Dad being together. Any other relationship configuration presents a conflict or betrayal of their basic understanding of life. In divorce, children [tend to] resent both the custodial and absent parent.*

While virtually every child suffers the lost relationship and lost security described above, for many, the emotional scars have additional, more visible consequences. More than 30 years of research continues to reveal the negative effects of divorce on children. Most of these measurable effects are calculated in increased risks. In other words, while divorce does not mean these effects will definitely occur in your child, it does greatly increase the risks. The odds are simply against your kids if you divorce.

*“Kids suffer when mothers and fathers split up. (And divorce doesn’t make Mom and Dad happier, either.)”*

Research comparing children of divorced parents to children with married parents shows:

- Children from divorced homes suffer academically. They experience high levels of behavioral problems. Their grades suffer, and they are less likely to graduate from high school. 19
- Kids whose parents divorce are substantially more likely to be incarcerated for committing a crime as a juvenile. 20
- Because the custodial parent’s income drops substantially after a divorce, children in divorced homes are almost five times more likely to live in poverty than are children with married parents. 21
- Teens from divorced homes are much more likely to engage in drug and alcohol use, as well as sexual intercourse than are those from intact families. 22

Before you say, “Not my kid,” remember that the children and teens represented in these statistics are normal kids, probably not much different from yours. Their parents didn’t think they would get involved in these things, either. Again, we’re looking at increased risks.
Children in divorced homes are almost five times more likely to live in poverty than are children with married parents.

A few more statistics to consider:

- Children from divorced homes experience illness more frequently and recover from sickness more slowly. They are also more likely to suffer child abuse.
- Children of divorced parents suffer more frequently from symptoms of psychological distress. And the emotional scars of divorce last into adulthood.

The scope of this last finding—children suffer emotionally from their parents’ divorce—has been largely underestimated. Obviously, not every child of divorce commits crime or drops out of school. Some do well in school and even become high achievers. However, we now know that even these children experience deep and lasting emotional trauma.

For all children, their parents’ divorce colors their view of the world and relationships for the rest of their lives.

“Even 25 years after the divorce, these children continued to experience substantial expectations of failure, fear of loss, fear of change and fear of conflict.”

Psychologist Judith Wallerstein followed a group of children of divorce from the 1970s into the 1990s. Interviewing them at 18 months and then 5, 10, 15 and 25 years after the divorce, she expected to find that they had bounced back. But what she found was dismaying: Even 25 years after the divorce, these children continued to experience substantial expectations of failure, fear of loss, fear of change and fear of conflict.

The children in Wallerstein’s study were especially challenged when they began to form their own romantic relationships. As Wallerstein explains, “Contrary to what we have long thought, the major impact of divorce does not occur during childhood or adolescence. Rather, it rises in adulthood as serious romantic relationships move center stage. . . . Anxiety leads many [adult children
of divorce] into making bad choices in relationships, giving up hastily when problems arise, or avoiding relationships altogether." 28

Other researchers confirm Wallerstein’s findings. 29 Specifically compared to kids from intact homes, children who experienced their parents’ divorce view premarital sex and cohabitation more favorably. 30 (This is disturbing news given that cohabiting couples have more breakups, have a greater risk of domestic violence 31 and are more likely to experience divorce.) 32

“Compared to kids from intact homes, children who experienced their parents’ divorce view premarital sex and cohabitation more favorably.”

Behind each of these statistics is a life—a child, now an adult, still coping with the emotions brought on by the divorce.

As Wallerstein put it, “The kids [in my study] had a hard time remembering the pre-divorce family . . . but what they remembered about the post-divorce years was their sense that they had indeed been abandoned by both parents, that their nightmare [of abandonment] had come true.” 33

Parents tend to want to have their own needs met after a divorce—to find happiness again with someone new. But not only do the old problems often resurface for the adults, new problems are added for the children. As Wallerstein observed, “It’s not that parents love their children less or worry less about them. It’s that they are fully engaged in rebuilding their own lives—economically, socially and sexually. Parents’ and children’s needs are often out of sync for many years after the breakup.” 34 Children again feel abandoned as parents pursue better relationships after the breakup.

Feelings of abandonment and confusion are only compounded when one or both parents find a new spouse. A second marriage brings complications and new emotions for children—not to mention new stepsiblings, stepparents and stepgrandparents, who often are in competition for the parent’s attention. (And the adjustment can be even more difficult—because it is the adults who choose new families, not the children.)

Lilly expressed it this way: “My loss was magnified as my father remarried and adopted a new ‘family.’ Despite attempts on my part to keep in touch, we live in different cities, and his life now revolves around his new family with infrequent contact with me. This has only increased the feelings of abandonment and alienation from the divorce.”

And the high rate of second-marriage divorces can leave children reeling from yet another loss.

Full “recovery” is nearly impossible for children because of the dynamic nature of family life. While you and your ex-spouse’s lives may go on separately with relatively little thought, your children
“Children never get over divorce. It is a great loss that is in their lives forever. It is like a grief that is never over. All special events, such as holidays, plays, sports, graduations, marriages, births of children bring up the loss created by divorce.”

will think about their loss almost every day. And 25 years after the fact, they will certainly be influenced by it. Life itself will remind them of the loss at even the happiest moments. As Earll explains: “Children never get over divorce. It is a great loss that is in their lives forever. It is like a grief that is never over. All special events, such as holidays, plays, sports, graduations, marriages, births of children, etc., bring up the loss created by divorce as well as the family relationship conflicts that result from the ‘extended family’ celebrating any event.”

What parents see as “a quick way out” often results in emotional damage that the children will carry for 30 years or more. Divorce is no small thing to children. It is the violent ripping apart of their parents, a loss of stability and often a complete shock. While we often think of children as resilient, going through such trauma is a lot to ask of our kids.

In light of the fact that most marriages heading for divorce can be salvaged and turned into great marriages, parents should take a long pause before choosing divorce. While it may seem like a solution to you, it’s not an easy out for you or your kids.

Is there hope for my marriage?

Often we think an unhappy couple has only two options:
1. Stay together and be miserable.
2. Get a divorce.

But there is a third option, and many couples successfully take this other road. In an exciting new study, couples participating in a national survey were asked to rate their marriage on a scale of one to seven, with one being very unhappy and seven being very happy. Those who rated their marriages a “one” had incredible turnarounds just five years later—if they stayed together. In fact, 77 percent of those giving their marriage a very unhappy “one” rated their marriage as a “seven” after five years.
To have good marriages, we need to ride out the “lows” and learn from those times so that the relationship can be strengthened. If your relationship is at a low point and you wonder what happened to the spark, there is good news. It’s not too late to revitalize your relationship.

There are many ways to improve your marriage. Today, there are hundreds of tools focused on ways to build strong, healthy relationships. Many programs are what we consider “enrichment” focused—meaning that they can facilitate growth or rekindle romance in a relationship that is generally healthy or has a solid foundation. By contrast, Marriage Intensives target couples who are often in a marriage crisis (separated, divorcing, hopeless). These couples feel “stuck” and discouraged, and often say they have tried everything else without having a breakthrough or seeing any positive results. Couples often take part in Marriage Intensives as a last ditch effort to save their marriage, not as a booster for enrichment. Our research suggests that frustration and, in some cases, additional harm can be experienced by couples who take part in programs that are not designed to offer what they really need. Some of these programs can open emotional wounds and stir things up even when their design and leadership structure is not sufficient to help find resolution or navigate emotionally charged areas.

“If your relationship is at a low point and you wonder what happened to the spark, there is good news. It’s not too late to revitalize your relationship.”

77 percent of those giving their marriage a very unhappy “one” rated their marriage as a “seven” after five years.
How should a Christian view marriage and divorce?

God, the Creator of humanity and of marriage itself, has laid out His plan for marriage as a lifelong union. God knows this design is the best. When we stray from His plan, as we have seen in the studies mentioned above, the results are damaging on many levels.

Many Christians see nothing wrong with divorce, at least in their own particular situation. But the Bible clearly addresses marriage and divorce.

“The creation of marriage occurred prior to sin’s entrance into the world. It was a part of God’s perfect design for mankind.”

Marriage is the first institution created by God. God made the first man, Adam, but declared that it was not good for Adam to be alone. He then brought to Adam all the animals, which Adam named, but “no companion suitable for him” was found (Genesis 2:18-20 NLT). God was revealing to Adam his incomplete nature. God then created a woman, Eve, for Adam. He blessed them and their union and gave them the earth to rule over. (See Genesis 1:27-28.) The creation of marriage occurred prior to sin’s entrance into the world. It was a part of God’s perfect design for mankind.

Through the prophets, God emphasized three principles:
1. Marriage is sacred;
2. God hates divorce;
3. Marriage is designed to produce children of good character. (See Malachi 2:13-16.)

Jesus underscored the importance and sacredness of lifelong marriage in His own teachings. (See Matthew 19:6.) The apostle Paul further taught that the marital relationship is to be an ongoing demonstration of the sacrificial love that Christ showed His church. (See Ephesians 5:21-33.)

Let’s look at this issue more closely. Specifically, what does the Bible tell us about divorce?

Malachi 2:13-16 (NIV) gives us a clear look into God’s heart for marriage:

Another thing you do: You flood the LORD’s altar with tears. You weep and wail because He no longer pays attention to your offerings or accepts them with pleasure from your hands. You ask, “Why?” It is because the LORD is acting as the witness between you and the wife of your youth, because you have broken faith with her, though she is your partner, the wife of your marriage covenant. Has not the LORD made them one? In flesh and spirit, they are His. And why one? Because He was seeking godly offspring. So guard yourself in your spirit, and do not break faith with the wife of your youth. “I hate divorce,” says the LORD God of Israel.
Jesus Christ reiterated the importance and permanence of marriage. Matthew 19:3-6 (NIV) says, “Some Pharisees came to Him to test Him. They asked, ‘Is it lawful for a man to divorce his wife for any and every reason?’ ‘Haven’t you read,’ He replied, ‘that at the beginning, the Creator made them male and female,’” and said, “‘For this reason, a man will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife, and the two will become one flesh?’ So they are no longer two, but one. Therefore, what God has joined together, let man not separate.’"

Because, as an attorney, I’ve represented many people going through divorce, and I understand why God says, “I hate [it]!” Divorce is the tearing apart of the foundation of all stable societies—the family. Sometimes, it’s necessary. Sometimes, it’s even unavoidable. (In Colorado, for example, if one spouse files for divorce, the other cannot stop it from occurring.) Nonetheless, it’s important that we in the Body of Christ encourage those in troubled marriages to seek counseling and restoration—because most divorces are neither necessary nor unavoidable.

But are there any cases in which the Bible allows divorce? Many Christians disagree about whether the Bible allows divorce and/or remarriage. If you are concerned about whether you have biblical grounds for divorce, you will need to commit the matter to prayer and study. You should also seek out counsel from your own pastor and, ideally, a licensed Christian counselor. The question of sin cannot be taken lightly. But biblical grounds may exist:

1. **When one’s mate is guilty of sexual immorality and is unwilling to repent and live faithfully with the marriage partner.** Jesus’ words in Matthew 19:7-9 indicate that divorce (and remarriage) in this circumstance is acceptable. That passage reads: “‘Why then,’ [the Pharisees] asked, ‘did Moses command that a man give his wife a certificate of divorce and send her away?’ Jesus replied, ‘Moses permitted you to divorce your wives because your hearts were hard. But it was not this way from the beginning. I tell you that anyone who divorces his wife, except for marital unfaithfulness, and marries [or, in order to marry] another woman commits adultery.’” (Emphasis added)

However, divorce is not **required.** If your spouse has committed adultery, divorce is morally **allowed, but not required.** Many couples have been able to rebuild their marriages even after such a devastating blow.

2. **When one spouse is not a Christian, and that spouse willfully and permanently deserts the Christian spouse** (1 Corinthians 7:15). Focus on the Family’s position is that divorce and remarriage appear to be justified in Scripture only in a few instances. 37
If you are a follower of Jesus Christ, please pray carefully about your decision to divorce and be open to God’s leading. (God’s heart is to heal marriages.)

If your spouse is the one deciding on divorce, you may not be able to stop him or her through current divorce laws. However, you can try to persuade your spouse to consider a legal separation first, which would give you both more time to consider the issue.

Pray that God will open the lines of communication between you and your spouse and that He will restore the love in your relationship. And pray for patience and a forgiving spirit. Try to resist the temptation to say angry words to your spouse or do things that would push him or her further away. Restoration does occur even in the most hostile circumstances, but it is more difficult when harsh words have passed between you.

What does the Bible say about marriage and divorce?

- Genesis 1:27-28
- Genesis 2:18-20
- Malachi 2:13-16
- Matthew 19:3-9
- Ephesians 5:21-33

What if I have bigger problems in marriage?

Since you are reading this booklet, you are probably hurting, confused and disappointed with your relationship. Some hurts require specialized consideration. Those who have been deeply betrayed through infidelity, drug and alcohol abuse, or domestic violence may need to get specific advice and help to know what to do next. It’s important to know that marriages have survived these terrible problems and have come back from the brink. As Hoffman explained, “Ninety-eight percent of the people headed toward divorce have no idea that you don’t have to file for divorce. If there is domestic violence, psychological problems, depression, infidelity or adultery, if anything like that happens, they [still] don’t have to go immediately [and] get a divorce.”

The process of healing is difficult and slow, but it can be done when both spouses are willing. The next few pages outline general thoughts about these issues, but the answers to these problems cannot be addressed here adequately. Please call one of our counselors (1-855-771-HELP (4357)) who can give you more personalized help. He or she will talk with you and offer as much help as possible, and then he or she will refer you to a local counselor who can continue working with you in person.
What about adultery?

Julia and Pete are living examples of a good marriage, but it wasn’t always that way. Early in their marriage, Julia—who was from a blue-collar background—felt unaccepted by Pete’s wealthy parents. Even Pete seemed uncomfortable with her background. Ten years and three children later, Julia found that Pete’s best friend—their next-door neighbor—gave her the admiration she so desperately wanted. The attraction between them soon turned into repeated sexual encounters. Julia’s affair almost destroyed the marriage.

“Once you have confirmed [the attraction for someone else] in any way, from that moment you are walking on hot coals. You’d better run from that person. It’s just going to lead to heartbreak and heartache for everyone.”

Fortunately, Pete’s commitment to the marriage withstood the months it took Julia to end the affair. And his expressed love for her helped her overcome the guilt that almost drove her away. Through intense counseling and time, trust was restored.

Pete has learned how to show his appreciation for Julia, and Julia discovered that Pete’s character was far more admirable than that of the man who only made her feel good for his own gain.

Having experienced the horrible consequences of shattered trust, Julia offers this advice: “Once you have confirmed [the attraction for someone else] in any way, from that moment you are walking on hot coals. You’d better run from that person. It’s just going to lead to heartbreak and heartache for everyone.”

Julia and Pete now have a restored marriage. It wasn’t easy; but as they proved, it can be done. In Love Must Be Tough, Dr. Dobson deals directly with the issue of adultery. This book sets out general principles for saving a marriage in which one spouse is drifting away. (The principles also apply to situations other than adultery.) This book points out the common reactions of the “innocent” spouse (including pleading, panic, appeasement and passivity), and how those reactions often serve to drive the drifting spouse further away. You must be smart about handling this issue. Natural reactions can further damage the relationship; but as Julia and Pete found, there is hope if you are willing to take the necessary steps and partner with a counseling professional.
What about abuse?

While physical abuse between spouses is relatively rare compared to abuse by boyfriends and girlfriends, it does occur and is a serious matter. If your spouse is abusing you, you must get to a safe place immediately! Take your children and go to a trusted friend or relative’s home. If that is not an option, check into a hotel, or call a church in your area and ask for a recommended safe house or domestic violence shelter. While you should let your spouse know you have moved out, do not let him or her know where you have gone. Your safety (and that of your children) is the primary need.

“If your spouse is abusing you, you must get to a safe place immediately!”

Once you are in a safe place, you will have many tough decisions to make. A booklet like this cannot give you the answers for your specific situation. Please contact someone who can listen and interact with you to meet your needs in a personal way. Do not try to cope with this alone! We are here to help. Call us at 1-855-771-HELP (4357) and ask to speak to someone in our Counseling department. One of our counselors will talk to you at no charge and give you some initial advice to help with your immediate concerns. He or she then will refer you to a local counselor who can help you work through your situation.

It is possible for an abusive spouse to change, but extensive counseling is usually required. Do not be quick to return if your spouse has abused you. A simple “I’m sorry, I won’t do it again” is not enough in this case. Your spouse must demonstrate change for a prolonged period, and you must feel completely safe before you return.

Remember: No matter what you have done, no one has the right to abuse you. Many victims of abuse experience false guilt or a sense of responsibility for the abuse. This is something a counselor can help you work through. In many cases, there is hope for reconciliation. But you must recognize abuse for the serious offense that it is. Please get help if you find yourself in this circumstance.

“No matter what you have done, no one has the right to abuse you.”
What about addictions?

Another serious problem that causes marital stress is addiction by a spouse, including drug, alcohol, or pornography addiction. Even nonviolent alcoholics can be verbally and emotionally difficult and hurtful. And the lapses in responsibility add stress to the sober spouse. Another serious and increasing problem most often affects men. Pornography is readily available in our society, and the Internet has only maximized this problem. Like the alcoholic, some men will not admit they have a problem with pornography, or that it is even harmful.

Again, this booklet is not meant to help you with this kind of problem. If your spouse is involved in an addiction, it is important that you have someone with whom you can talk. We would be privileged to provide that support. Please take this kind of problem seriously. Addictions are not easy to overcome, and it must start with your spouse’s own desire to change. He or she will need a lot of support—not enabling. It may require tough love. Please call our Counseling department to talk about your specific situation and how best to address it.

Where to turn

We obviously cannot provide all the answers in this booklet for your personal situation, but it is our sincere hope that the information you have just read will help you reconsider your options. Focus on the Family is committed to marriage as a lifelong union and to helping our culture understand the importance of marriage. We hope this resource has provided you with information and with hope for restoration. Focus on the Family has a multitude of resources on marriage-building and divorce-related issues. A few of these are listed on the following page. If you would like to request these resources or need to speak to one of our counselors, please call 1-800-A-FAMILY. Or you may go to our website and place your request online.

Recommended resources

Focus on the Family Consultation Line
If you’re struggling and need someone to talk to, Focus on the Family offers a free phone consultation with a licensed counselor. Call 1-855-771-HELP (4357), Monday through Friday, 6:00 AM to 8:00 PM (MT). Our staff may need to call you back, but they’d love to speak with you. You can also search our directory for a licensed Christian counselor in your area.
Marriage intensives

Hope Restored® marriage intensives—a ministry of Focus on the Family
866-875-2915
HopeRestored.FocusOnTheFamily.com

Our intensive programs are held in a retreat setting and are designed to rebuild and restore marriages experiencing significant hurt.

Traditional counseling can be very effective and beneficial; however, progress is often very slow and frustrating when the issues feel overwhelming. The intensive format was designed to allow individuals to get to the root of their issues quickly, with ample time to focus on resolution and growth. The extended amount of time spent within the intensive setting gives couples the opportunity to go deeper without many of the distractions of daily life, and time to stay long enough to consider the solutions available to them. Our counselors are specialists. One analogy we like to use is that of the Mayo Clinic: People go to their regular physician, but they may also be referred to a specialist for help in specific areas. Hope Restored marriage therapists have been trained in the intensive counseling format to maximize its effectiveness.

The author would like to offer sincere thanks to the following for their contributions to this project: Heidi Ihrke, research assistant extraordinaire, for her assistance in compiling research and conducting interviews for the stories shared and advice given in this booklet; Mark H. Hoffman, Ed.D., L.S.P.; Wilford D. Wooten, M.S.W., L.C.S.W., senior director, Counseling department at Focus on the Family; and Steven Earll, M.A., M.S., L.P.C., C.A.C. III.
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